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“You might change your attitude toward your mother once you remember everything.” Jennifer 
worried, “You care about her and your family.” 
 
“I said I care about you too much and don’t want to lose you again.” Ivan’s voice was low, “I’m going fire 
Catherine.” 
 
He said, “I’ll give her enough money and send her abroad so she’ll stay away from me.” 
 
“That’s not the point.” Jennifer shook her head, “I know you don’t love her.” 
 
“I never put her in my eyes either. I’m just worried about your mother.” She was sensible, “After that 
fire, she became paranoid, and your relationship has worsened… because of me.” 
 
“So, after you get married, you need to help us ease our relationship.” Ivan looked at her gently, and 
half-jokingly and half-seriously said, “I believe you can do it.” 
 
Jennifer slowly spoke, “Then send the children away first. To be honest, I’m most worried about their 
safety now. If they are safe, nothing can threaten me.” 
 
Hearing this, Ivan felt happy. 
 
She was thinking about the future. She didn’t hesitate. She became brave. 
 
“So, what are your ideas?” Ivan took a sip of coffee and looked at her with a smile. 
 
“We can send them to a friend of mine abroad whom I trust.” 
 
“Okay.” Ivan believed her, “And our wedding will be held as planned.” 
 
In fact, Jennifer was nervous. No one knew what public opinion would be like. 
 
“Wait a minute, I asked Finnley to send the wedding dress over, it was tailored to your size half a year 
ago, and if there is something that needs to be changed, we still have time.” 
 
Jennifer drank the coffee in silence. 
 
Maybe young people should be brave once. 
 
“Jennifer.” Ivan took her hand and told her particularly firmly, “No matter how far we are from each 
other, you only need to take one step, and I’ll walk the rest of the way.” 
 
Jennifer smiled gently like a mother. 
 
Alfie and Diana can understand and support their parents’ decision. 
 
They were happy as long as Jennifer and Ivan stayed together and got married. 
 
“Alfie, Diana, no matter what happens, we love you the most.” 



 
 
“We know.” Alfie took Diana’s hand, “We’ll take it as a trip abroad! We are excited about visiting Auntie 
Madeleine.” 
 
“Yeah, I haven’t seen her in so long. I miss her.” 
 
The helicopter soon came. Ivan and Jennifer sent the children up and watched the helicopter fly away, 
finally relieved. 
 
Aubree couldn’t hurt the children anymore. 
 
After they got married, everything would be settled. Aubree will slowly accept this fact. 
 
Late afternoon. 
 
Jennifer was cooking. Ivan was helping out in the kitchen wearing an apron. They looked like a normal 
couple. 
 
Jordan and Marry were very happy to see that. Emerald Bay finally felt like home. 
 
After losing his memory, Ivan still liked the meals she cooked. That was fate. 
 
It was said cooking was a very attractive behavior of a woman. But Ivan didn’t need to watch Jennifer 
cook be attracted. He was already all hers. 
 
Looking at the two portions of home-cooked food on the table, Marry and Jordan looked at each other 
with smiles on their faces 
 
They left the dining room to not disturb Ivan and Jennifer. 
 
In the simple yet luxurious living room. 
 
Marry told Jordan, “Mr. Marsh still loves Ms. Brooks very much after losing his memory.” 
 
“This is love.” Jordan also expected them to have the wedding soon and set everything down. He 
believed everything was going to be better. 


